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Abstract The M/C/1 queue with multiple vacations and gated service discipline is considered. We 
first provide an alternative approach to derive the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the limiting waiting time 
distribution, which reveals the stochastic structure of the gated vacation system. Next we discuss the 
regenerative cycle of the gated vacation system. Based on these considerations, we carry our a time-dependent 
analysis, from which various formulas are derived. 

1. Introduction 
In queueing systems with vacations, a server is unavailable for occasional intervals of time 
called vacations. The vacation systems have been extensively studied for the last two 
decades, because of the applicability to the performance evaluation of computer commu
nication systems and manufacturing systems. Excellent surveys of the analysis of t.he 
vacation systems have been published by Doshi [(>], [7]. 

There are many variants in the vacation systems. Among them, the exhaustive and t.he 
gated vacation systems have been considered as the fundamental models. In the exhaustive 
vacation system, once the service begins, customers are continuously served until the system 
becomes empty, while, in the gated vacation system, only the customers waiting at the end 
of a vacation are served continuously and customers arriving to the system during a service 
period are served in the next service period. For the exhaustive vacation system, several 
researchers have studied the transient behavior of the system (see, e.g., Takagi [16], [17]). 

This paper considers the time-dependent behavior of the gated vacation system. The 
gated vacation system have been studied by Ali and Neuts [1], Cooper [4], [5], Fuhrmann 
and Cooper [9], Leibowitz [12], Sumita [13], Takacs [14], Takagi [15]. Also multi queue 
systems with gated service discipline dels have been studied by Hashida [10], Ferguson and 
Aminetzah [8]. To the best of our knowledge, all the works on the gated service system 
have assumed that the system has been already in equilibrium. On the contrary, in this 
paper, we assume only that the system is empty at time 0 and the server takes a vacation 
at that time, and that the offered load is less than one which ensures the existence of the 
limiting distribution. 

In Section 2, we provide an alternative approach to derive theLaplace-Stieltjes transform 
(LST) of the limiting distribution function (DF) of the waiting time. This approach reveals 
the underlying structure of the stochastic behavior of the gated vacation system, though 
the result has been known in the literature. In Section 3, we consider the regenerative cycle 
of the gated vacation system. By a straightforward approach, the LST of the DF of the 
regenerative cycle is derived. Based on these considerations, in Section 4, we provide the 
time-dependent analysis of the queue length distribution, and derive various new formulas 
for the queue length, the workload and the waiting time. Finally, in Section 5, we analyze 
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the depletion time distribution for the gated vacation system. 
The mathematical model is described in detail. Customers are served according to the 

gated service discipline. The server takes a vacation after the services of customers waiting 
at the end of the last vacation. When there are no customers at the end of a vacation, the 
server takes another vacation. This vacation policy is called multiple vacations. Customers 
arrive to the system in accordance with a Poisson process of density A, and they are 
accommodated in the system and never lost. We assume that customers are served in 
order of arrival unless state otherwise. The service times of customers are independent and 
identically distributed in accordance with a general DF which has a positive finite mean 
E[H]. Let H*(s) (Re(s) :> 0) denote the LST of the DF of a service time. The lengths 
of the vacation periods are independent and identically distributed in accordance with a 
general DF which has a positive finite mean E[V]. Let V*(s) (Re(s) > 0) denote the LST 
of the DF of a vacation period. For brevity, let p denote AE[H]. 

Throughout this paper, we assume p < 1, so that customers who arrive to the system 
are eventually served. Moreover, for avoidance of complexity, it is assumed that there are 
no customers at time 0 and the server takes the first vacation at that time. 

2. Limiting Distribution of Waiting Time 
In this section, we consider the limiting distribution of the waiting time of a customer. The 
result is identical to that in equilibrium, which is well-known in the literature (equation (6) 
in [9]). However, the analysis presented below is quite different from the previous works 
and reveals the stochastic structure of the gated M/C/1 vacation system. 

2.1 Basic observation 
Observing the state of the server, we note the alternating sequence of vacation periods 
and service periods. Note that the length of a service period takes zero when there are no 
customers at the end of the last vacation. Let Vn and Sn (n = 1,2, ... ) be the random 
variables for the lengths of the nth vacation period and the nth service period, respectively. 

Customers are called class n (n = 1,2, ... ) if they arrive to the system during the nth 
vacation period. Also, customers that arrive to the system while a class n customer is being 
served are called class n. Then class n customers form the ancestral line of customers that 
arrive to the system during the nth vacation period (see p.1122 in [9] for the definition 
of the ancestral line). Thus, only class 1 customers are served in SI, while, in S2, class 1 
customers (that arrived during Sd are first served and then class 2 customers are served. In 
general, class 1 customers (if any) are first served in Sn and class 1 customers (1 = 2, ... ,n) 
are served after the services of class k customers (k = 1, ... , 1 - 1). In a word, customers 
are served in an ascending order of classes in each service period. Thus Sn is given by 

n 

(2.1 ) Sn = E s~l), n = 1,2, ... , 
1=1 

where sil) denotes a random variable for the sum of service times of class 1 customers in 
the nth service period. Note that the random variables sil)'s are mutually independent. 

We consider the stochastic processes associated with class 1 customers. It is readily 
understood that sil)'s (n = 1,1 + 1, ... ) form the delayed busy period with the initial delay 
VI. Further sil) corresponds to the sum of the service times of L~) customers, where L~) 
(1 ~ n) denotes the number of class 1 customers waiting at the end of the nth vacation 
period. Note that L~) (l < n) can be viewed as the number of the (n - l)th generation of 
offsprings in the branching process with the progenitors (whose number is given by Lll)) 
that arrive to the system during the lth vacation period. Thus the LST (h(w) (k = 0,1, ... ) 
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(h(w) 
(h(w) = 

V*(A - AH*(w)), 
(h-1(A - AH"(w)), k "? 1, 

fo~ Re(w) > O. Note that the DF of Sf2k is independent of 1. 

2.2 Limiting waiting time 
We prove the following theorem by a quite different approach from the previous works. 

Theorem 2.1. Let W*(w) denote the LST of the limiting DF of the waiting time of a 
customer. Then 

(2.4) 
1* _ (1 - pHI - V*(w)} 

H (w) - E[V]{w _ A + AH*(t.;,)} a(w), Re(w) > 0, 

where 
00 

(2.5) a(w) = IT (h(w), Re(w) > O. 
k=O 

Proof. Let us consider the waiting time of a customer that arrives to the system in the 
nth (n "? 1) vacation period. This customer should wait for his service during the following 
periods: the forward recurrence time of the nth vacation period, S~k)'s (k = 1, ... , n .- 1) 
and the service times of customers that arrive to the system during the backward recurrence 
time of the nth vacation period. Let N(Vn ) denote the number of customers that arrive 
to the system in the backward recurrence time Vn of the nth vacation period. The joint 
transform of N(Vn) and the forward recurrence time Vn of the nth vacation is given by 
(p.783 in Lee (11)) 

(2.6) 

Therefore the LST of the DF of the waiting time W,!' of a customer that arrives to the 
system during the nth vacation period is found to be 

(2.7) E [e-ww.!'] = E [H*(w)N(Vn)e-wL;:: S~k) e-wVn ] 

where 

(2.8) 

= V*(A - AH*(w)) - V*(w) IT S(k)(W) 
E[V]{w - A + AH*(w)} k=1 n 

Oo(w) - V*(w) n-1 
E[V]{w - A + AH*(w)} g Ok(W), 

Re(w) > O. 

Re(w) > 0, 

In the above and the following equations, the product taken in decreasing order is defined 
to be one. We denote by WV the waiting time of a customer that arrives to the system 
during a vacation period in the limit n ~ 00. It follows from (2.7) that 

(2.9) [ 
-wWV] Oo(w) - V*(w) rroo 

E e = E[V]{w _ A + AH*(u.1)} k=1 fh(w), Re(w) > O. 
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Next we consider a class 1 customer that arrives to the system during the nth service 
period. Recall that this customer does not served in the nth service period, but is served 
in the (n + 1 )th service period because of the gated service discipline. Thus this customer 
should wait for his service during the following periods: the forward recurrence time of 
Si!), sik)'s (k = 1 + 1, ... ,n), the (n + l)th vacation period, S~~l'S (k = 1, ... ,1-1) and 
service times of customers who arrived to the system during the backward recurrence time 
of Si'l. Thus we get for Re(w) > 0 

(2.10) 

where W;(I) denotes the waiting time of a class 1 customer that arrives to the system during 
the nth service period. Therefore the LST of the DF of the waiting time W; of a customer 
that arrives to the system during the nth service period is found to be 

We denote by W S the waiting time of a customer that arrives to the system during a 
service period in the limit of n -+ 00. The assumption of p < 1 asserts that the sequence of 
service periods {Sn; n = 1,2, ... } converges in distribution to a random variable S whose 
distribution is given by the limiting distribution of the service period. Further On(W) 
approaches to one as n goes to infinity. Thus we have 

[ _WWS] V*(w) { ()} rroo 
() 

(2.12) E e = E[S]{w _ >. + >.H*(w)} 1 - 00 W k=10k W , 
Re(w) > O. 

Note that E[S] can be expressed in terms of E[V] and p (see (A.9) in Appendix). 
From (2.9) and (2.12), the LST W*(w) of the limiting DF of the waiting time is given 

by 

(2.13) W*(w) = lim Pr{ on vacation at time t}E [e- wWV
] 

t--+oo 

+ lim Pr{ on service at time t}E [e-wWS
]. 

t--+oo 

because of Poisson arrivals. To complete the proof, we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.2. 
(2.14) lim Pr{ on vacation at time t} = 1 - p. 

t-+oo 

The formal proof of Lemma 2.2 is provided in Appendix. Note that Lemma 2.2 is also 
derived by Little's formula. Theorem 2.1 immediately follows from (2.13) and Lemma 2.2. 

o 
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Remark. By the definition of ()k(W), a(w) in (2.5) corresponds to the LST ofthe limiting 
DF of a service period. Further a(w) satisfies the equation 

(2.15) a(w) = V*(-\ - -\H*(w))a(-\ - ,~H*(w)), Re(w) > O. 

3. Regenerative Cycle 
In this section, we consider the regenerative cycle of the gated vacation system. As we 
stated in the last section, we have the alternating sequence of Vn and Sn (n = 1,2, ... ). 
Recall that there are no customers at time 0 and the server takes the first vacation at 
that time. Suppose that there are no customers at the end of the mth service period for 
some m (m ~ 1). Clearly the stochastic behavior of the alternating sequence of Vn and Sn 
(n = m + 1, m + 2, ... ) is a probabilistic replica of the alternating sequence beginning at time 
O. Thus we define the regenerative cycle as an interval between successive instants that 
the server takes vacations and there are no customers at the beginnings of those vacations. 

We define tPk(""'I,W2) (k = 1,2, ... ) associated with the delayed cycle generated by 
customers of each class by 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

tPI(WI,W2) = V*(WI + -\ - Ul*(W2)), 

tPk(WI, W2) = tPk-I(WI,WI + -\ - -\H*(W2))' 
<f>k(WI) = tPk(WI,WI + -\), k ~ 1, 

k ~ 2, 

for Re(wj) > 0 (j == 1,2). Note that tPk(WI,W2) (k ~ 2) is the joint transform of the delay 
cycle generated by first k - 1 generations of offsprings and the sum of service times of the 
kth generation of offsprings. We now prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.3. Let R*(w) denote the LST of the DF of the length of the regenerative 
cycle. Then 

(3.19) R*( ) = <f>(w) 
W 1 + <f>(W) , Re(w) > 0, 

where 
00 i 

(3.20) <f>(w) = LIT <f>k(W). 
j=lk=l 

Proof. We consider the first regenerative cycle beginning at time O. We define 
Rn(WI,W2) by 

(3.21 ) 

where 

(3.22) 

Rn (""'I,W2) = E [e-WITn-le-WlVne-W2Sn Ins n*] Pr{n S n*}, 

Re(wj) > 0 (j = 1,2), 

n 

Tn = L(\"i + Sj), n ~ 0, 
j=l 

(3.23) n* = inf{ n I no customers at the end of the nth (n ~ 1) service period }. 

In the above and the following equations, the summation taken in decreasing order is 
defined to be zero. By the definition, we have 

(3.24) 
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Further, by noting that 

(3.25) Rn(Wl,Wl + A - AH*(W2)) - Rn(Wt,Wl + A) 

= E [e-W1Tne-W2 2:;=1 ~~, In < n*] Pr{n < n*}, 

we have the following equation for n :2: 2: 

(3.26) Rn(Wl,W2) = {Rn- 1(Wl,Wl + A - AH*(W2)) - Rn-l (wt, Wl + An 
·V*(Wl +.A - AH*(W2)). 

From (3.24) and (3.26), the Rn(Wt,W2) can be expressed as 

(3.27) 

where 

(3.28) 
(3.29) 

(3.30) 

n j 

Rn(Wl,W2) = I>n,j(wd IT 1f'k(Wl,W2), 

al,l(wd 
an,j(wt) 

j=l 1.=1 

1, 
an -l,j-l (wt), 2 ~ j ~ n, 

n-l j 

- E an-l,i(wd IT <Pk(wd, 
j=1 k=1 

n :2: 1, 

The expression (3.27) can be readily verified by the direct substitution in (3.24) and (3.26). 
We now define R~(w) by 

(3.31 ) R~(w) = E [e-wTn I n* = n] Pr{n* = n}. 

We then have 

(3.32) R~(w) Rn(w,w + A) 
n j 

E an,j(w) IT <Pk(W), n:2: 1, Re(w) > O. 
j=1 k=1 

Therefore the LST R*(w) of the DF of the length of the regenerative cycle is given by 

00 

(3.33) R*(w) = E R~(w) 
n=1 
00 00 j 

E E an,j(w) IT <Pk(W). 
j=1 n=j k=1 

Note here that 
00 

(3.34) 
n=j n=1 

1 - R*(w), 

because an ,l (w) = - R~_1 (w) for n :2: 2. Thus we get 

00 j 

(3.35) R*(w) = {I - R*(wn E IT <Pk(W). 
j=lk=1 
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Theorem 3.1 immediately follows from (3.35). o 

Remarks. 1. Since <Pj+1-k(W) (j = 1,2, ... , and k = 1, ... , j) can be interpreted to 
be 

(3.36) <Pj+1-k(W) E [e -w(vk +2:!"=k S<,.':l) 

I no class k customers at the end of the jth service period} 

. Pr{ no class k customers at the end of the jth service period}, 

the last factor in (3.35) means 

j 

(3.37) IT <Pk(W) = E [e-WTj I no customers at the end of the jth service period] 
k=1 

. Pr{ no customers at the end of the jth service period}. 

Thus R~(s) can be expressed as 

n n-1 j 

(3.38) R~(w) = IT <pk(W) - L R~_j(w) IT <Pk(W), 
k=1 j=1 k=1 

which can be verified by (3.32). 

223 

2. <p(w) can be viewed as the LST of the renewal function for the regenerative cycle. 
That is, from Theorem 3.1 

(3.39) <p(W) 
R*(.:.v) ----

1- R*(w) 
00 

L {R*(w)}k. 
k=1 

3. The average length R of the regenerative cycle is equivalent to the average recurrence 
time of state 0 in the imbedded Markov renewal process formulated in Appendix. Thus, 
with (A.7) and (A.8), we have (equation (4.5) inCinlar [3]) 

(3.40) R = E[V] 
(1 - p)O'(A)' 

where O'(w) is defined in (2.5). 

4. Time-dependent Analysis 
In this section, we provide the time-dependent analysis of the gated vacation system under 
the assumption that there are no customers at time 0 and the server takes the first vacation 
at that time. Let L(t) denote the number of customers in the system at time t (~ 0). Note 
that, during a service period, we.have two types of customers in the system. One consists 
of customers that is being or will be served in the current service period and the other 
consists of customers that will be served in the next service period (i.e., those arrived 
to the system in the current service period). Let L1(t) and Lz(t) denote the numbers of 
customers of the former type and of the latter type, respectively, in the system at time 
t when the server is busy. Note that L(t) = L1(1~) + L2(t). Let S(t) denote the forward 
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recurrence time of the current service at time t when the server is busy. Similarly let Vet) 
denote the forward recurrence time of the current vacation at time t when the server is on 
vacation. 

4.3 Time-dependent analysis of joint distributions 
We define the joint transforms O(s, z,w) and IT(s, Zl, Z2'W) by 

(4.41 ) O(s, z,w) = E [e-stzL(t)e-wV(t)1 on vacation at time t] 
. Pr{ on vacation at t}, Re(s) > 0, Izl ~ 1, Re(w) > 0, 

E [e-stz~dt)z~2(t)e-wS(t)1 on service at time t] 
. Pr{ on service at time t}, 

Re(s) > 0, Izd ~ 1, IZ21 ~ 1, Re(w) > 0. 

We prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.4. The joint transforms O(s, z, w) and IT(s, Zl, Z2, w) of the time-dependent 
DF's are given by 

( 4.43) O(s, z,w) { .1.( ,_,)}V*(S+A-AZ)-V*(w) 
1 + 'I' S,S + A AZ A A ' w-s- + Z 

= 
tP(s,s + A - AZ2) - {I + tP(s,s + A - Azd}V*(s + A - Azd 

H*(s + A - AZ2) - Zl 
H*(s + A - AZ2) - H*(w) . . Zl 

W - S - A + AZ2 ' 

where 00 j 

(4.45) tP(Wl,W2) = LIT tPk(Wl,W2), Re(wj) > ° (j = 1,2). 
j=lk=l 

Proof. We first derive the joint transform O~l)(s,z,w) and IT~1)(S,Zl,Z2'W) of the 
time-dependent DF's associated with the first regenerative cycle, which are defined by 

( 4.46) O~l)(s, z,w) = E [e-8t zL(t)e-wV
(t) I Tn- 1 ~ t < Tn- 1 + Vn and n ~ n*] 

. Pr{Tn- 1 ~ t < Tn- 1 + Vn and n ~ n*}, 

n ~ 1, Re(s) > 0, Izl ~ 1, Re(w) > 0, 

= E [e-st zLdt) ZL2(t) e-wS(t) IT. _ + v. < t < T. and n < n*] 1 2 nl n_ n _ 

. Pr{Tn- 1 + Vn ~ t < Tn and n ~ n*}, 

n ~ 1, Re(s) > 0, IZll ~ 1, IZ21 ~ 1, Re(w) > 0, 

where Tn and n* are defined in (3.22) and (3.23), respectively. We then have 

( 4.48) OP)(s,z,w) 100 
dt 100 dV(x)e-ste-(A-Az)te-w(x-t) 

V*(s + A - AZ) - V*(w) 
= 

w - s - A + AZ 

where Vex) denotes the DF of a vacation period. By noting that 

(4.49) Rn-l(S, s + A - AZ) - R~_l (s) = E [e- sTn- 1 zL(Tn-d I n ~ n*] Pr{n ~ n*}, 
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We have the following equation for n 2:: 2: 

(4.50) 

Next we consider the n~1)(s,Z}'Z2'W). rrp)(s, z}, Z2'W) can be derived by conditioning 
the number of customers at the end of the first vacation: 

(4.51) ni1)(s,Z},Z2,W) = ~El°O dt l dV;(J:)dx l-x dH(k-l)(y) l:-y dH(u) 

-at i-(k-l) -('x--'xZ2)(t-X) -w(x+y+u-t) ·e Zl e e , 

where H(k)(x) denotes the k-fold convolution of the service time DF H(x) with itself and 
V;(x) denotes the DF of the length of a vacation period when i customers arrive to the 
system during that period. Note here that 

(4.52) 
(Xl (OO 
Li ln e-axdV;(x) = V"(s + >. - >.z). 
i=O 0 

Thus, after some calculations, we get 

( 4.53) 
'ljJl(S, s + >. -- >'Z2) - V*(s + >. - >'zd 

H*(8 + >. - >'Z2) - Zl 

H*(s +- >. - >'Z2) - H*(w) 
• . Zl 

W - S - >. + >'Z2 . 

n~l)( s, Zl, Z2, w) can be derived in a similar way. Some calculations yields 

(4.54)n~1)(S,Z}'Z2''') = ~ E 100 dt l dRVn_1,i(X)dx l-x dH(k-l)(y) l:-
y 

dH(u) 

-at i-(k-l) -('x-),Z2)(t-X) -w(x+y+u-t) ·e Zl e e 

_ Rn(s,s + >. - >'Z2) - {Rn-1(s,s + >. -- >'Zl) - R~_l(S)}V*(s + >. - >'zd 
- H*(s + >. - >'Z2) - Zl 

H*(s + >. - >'Z2)- H*(w) 
. . Zl n 2:: 2, 

w - s - >. + >'Z2 ' 

where RVn,;(x) denotes the joint DF which satisfies 

(4.55) 
(Xl (OO 
LZ; ln e-axdRVn,;(x) = {Rn(s,s + >. -- >.z) - R~(s)}V*(s + >. - >.z). 
;=0 0 

00 

(4.56) n(l)(s, ;~,w) = L n~l)(s, z,w), Re(s) > 0, Izl ~ 1, Re(w) > 0, 
n=l 

00 

(4.57) n(1)(s, z}, Z2,W) = L n~l)(s, Zl, Z2,W), 
n=l 

Re(s) > 0, IZll ~ 1, IZ21 ~ 1, Re(w) > O. 
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It then follows from (4.48), (4.50), (4.53) and (4.54) that 

(4.58) n(t)(s, z,w) 

where 

{ _ R*() R( \ _ \ )} V*(s + A - AZ) - V*(W) 
= 1 s + S,S + A AZ A A ' w-s- + Z 

= [R(s,S+A- AZ2) 
H*(s + A - AZ2) - Zt 

00 

_ {I - R*(s) + R(s,s + A - Azd}V*(s + A -- AZd] 
H*(s + A - AZ2) - Zt 

H*(s + A - AZ2) - H*(w) 
• . Zt 

w - s - A + AZ2 ' 

(4.60) R(Wt, W2) = L Rn (Wt,W2), Re(wj) > 0 (j = 1,2). 
n=l 

Similar to R* (w ), R( Wt , W2) can be expressed to be 

( 4.61) 

where 4>(Wl) and 1P(Wt,W2) are given in (3.20) and (4.45), respectively. Thus, we obtain 

(4.62) n(t)(s,z,w) 

With the LST 4>( s) of the renewal function for the regenerative cycle, we have 

(4.64) 

( 4.65) 

n(s,Z,w) {I + 4>(s)}n(t)(s,z,w), 
n(s, Zt, Z2,W) = {I + 4>(s)}n(t)(s, Zt, Z2'W). 

Theorem 4.1 immediately follows from the above equations. 

Remark. The function 1P(Wt,W2) satisfies 

which can be verified with (3.16), (3.17) and (4.45). 

4.4 Various formulas 
We can derive various formulas from Theorem 4.1. 

o 

Theorem 4.5. Let L(s, z) denote the transform of the time-dependent DF of the queue 
length L(t), which is defined by 

(4.67) Re(s) > 0, Izl ::; 1. 
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Then 

(4.68) L(s,z) 
H*(s + A - Az){l - (1 - z)V*(s + A - AZ)} - Z 
" (S+A-AZ){H*(S+A-AZ)-Z} 

.1,( \ \ )(1 - z)H*(s + A - Az){l- V*(s + A - AZ)} 
+ 'V S,S + '" - ",z ( ){ ( \ ) } . s -I- A - AZ H* s + '" - AZ - Z 

Proof. By the definition, 

(4.69) L(s,z) = lim O(s, z,w) + lim II(s,z, z,w). 
W~O w..--..o 

(4.68) is readily derived from Theorem 4.1 and (4.69). 

Corollary 4.6. The PGF L(z) of the limiting DF of the queue length is given by 

(4.70) L( ) = (1 - p)H*(A - Az){l - V*(A - AZ)} (A _ A ) Izl ~ 1. 
Z AE[V]{H*(A _ AZ) _ z} a Z , 

Proof. By the definition, 
(4.71) L(z) = limsL(s,z). 

8-+0 

Note here that 

(4.72) 
00 

lims1jJ(s, s + A - AZ) = lim LE [zLn ITn = t] Pr{Tn = t}, 
8--+0 t-+oo 

n=l 

where Tn is defined in (3.7). To complete the proof, we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.7. 

(4.73) tl2.~ ~ E[zLn ITn = t] Pr{Tn == t} = ~[~ a(A - AZ)," 

o 

The proof of Lemma 4.4 is provided in Appendix. Thus, (4.70) immediately follows from 
(4.68) and (4.73). 0 

We note that (4.70) is identical to the known result in equilibrium (p.1l24 in [9]). 

Remark. Let II*(z, w) denote the joint transform of the limiting DF of the queue length 
L(oo) and the forward recurrence time 5(00) of the service time. From (4.44) and Lemma 
4.4, we have 

(4.74) II*(z,L<)) = limsII(s, z, z,w) 
8-+0 

= IIM/G/ 1(Z,w)x(z)a(A -- AZ), Izl ~ 1, Re(w) > 0, 

where x(z) denotes the probability generating function of the number of customers at a 
random point in time given that the server is on vacation and IIM/G/ 1(z,w) denotes the 
joint transform of the steady-state queue length and the forward recurrence service time in 
the corresponding M/C/1 queue without vacations, and these are given by (Takagi [16]) 

1 - V*(A - AZ) 
(4.75) X(z) = AE[V](l _ z)"' Izl ~ 1, 

A(l - p)z(l - Z){H*(A - AZ) - H*(w)} 
(4.76) IIM/G/ 1(Z,w) = (w _ A + Az){H*(A - AZ) - z} 

Izl ~ 1, Re(w) > O. 
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Thus the three-way decomposition property is valid for the joint distribution of the queue 
length and the forward recurrence service time, similar to the exhaustive service system 
(Takagi [16]). Recently, Takine and Hasegawa [18] show that this decomposition property 
including the forward recurrence service time holds in more diverse settings. 

Next we consider the workload (also called unfinished work) in the system. The workload 
is defined as the sum of the remaining service times of all customers in the system. Let 
U(t) denote the workload at time t (~ 0). 

Theorem 4.8. Let U(s,w) denote the LST of the time-dependent DF of the workload 
U(t), which is formally defined by 

(4.77) 

Then 

(4.78) U(s,w) 

Proof. By the definition, 

Re(s) > 0, Re(w) > O. 

1 + 'IjJ(s,s +,x - ,xH*(w)) - 'IjJ(s,w) 
s +,x - ,xH*(w) 

'IjJ(s,s +,x - ,xH*(w)) - 'IjJ(s,w) 
+ w-s-,x+,xH*(w) . 

(4.79) U(s,w) = TI(s,H*(w),H*(w),w)/H*(w) + lim O(s,H*(w),wt}. 
Wl .... O 

(4.78) is readily obtained from Theorem 4.1, (4.66) and (4.79). 

Corollary 4.9. The LST U*(w) of the limiting DF of the workload is given by 

* 1 - V*(,x -- ,xH*(w)) (1 - p)w * 
(4.80) U (w) = E(V](,x _ ,xH*(w)) . w _ ,x + ,xH*(w) a(,x -,xH (w)), Re(w) > O. 

Proof. By the definition, 
(4.81 ) 

Note here that from Lemma 4.4 

U*(w) = limsU(s,w). 
...... 0 

(4.82) ~~s1/!(s,s +,x - ,xH*(w)) = ~[~a(,x - ,xH*(w)). 

Further, with (2.15), (4.66) and (4.82) 

(4.83) lims'IjJ(s,w) 
...... 0 

~[~V*(,x - ,xH*(w))a(,x - ,xH*(w)) 

I-p 
E[V] a(w). 

(4.80) is readily obtained from (4.81), (4.82) and (4.83). 

o 

o 

Note that (4.80) is known as a special case of the work decomposition in M/G/l vacation 
systems (Boxma [2]). 
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Next we consider the waiting time of a customer. Let W(t) denote the waiting time of 
a (virtual) customer that arrives to the system at time t (~ 0). 

Theorem 4.10. Let W(s,w) denote the LST of the time-dependent DF of the waiting 
time W(t), which is formally defined by 

(4.84) 

Then 

(4.85) 

Re(s) > 0, Re(w) > o. 

W(s,w) = {I - V*(w)};~(s,w) - V*(w). 
w - s - A + >'H*(w) 

Proof. According to the same reasoning as in Section 2, 

( 4.86) W(s,w) = IT(s, H*(w), H*(w),w) ~:~:~ + O(s, H*(w),w). 

Theorem 4.7 is readily obtained from Theorem 4.1, (4.66) and (4.86). o 

With Theorem 4.7 and (4.83), we have again the LST W*(w) of the limiting DF of the 
waiting time. 

( 4.87) W*(w) limsW(s,w) .-0 
(1 - pHI -- V*(w)} 

= E(V]{w - >. + >.H*(w)} a(w), 

which is identical to (2.13). 
Lastly we consider the LCFS (last-come first-served) M / G /1 vacation system with gated 

service discipline. In the LCFS system, customers are served in reverse order of arrivals 
during each service period. Recall that, in the gated vacation system, only customers 
that are waiting at the end of a vacation are served in the following service period, and 
customers that arrive to the system during a service period have to wait for their services 
until the next service period even in the LCFS system. Thus, the LCFS discipline applies 
to only those who are waiting at the end of a vacation. Note that the queue length and 
the workload processes are identical to those in the FCFS system. Let WLCFS(t) denote 
the waiting time of a (virtual) customer that arrives to the LCFS system at time t. 

Theorem 4.11. Let WLCFS(S,W) denote the LST of the time-dependent DF of t.he 
waiting time WLCFS(t), which is formally defined by 

(4.88) 

Then 

(4.89) WLCFS(S,W) 
{I + tP(s,s)}V*(s) 

w+>.->.H*(w)-s 

Re(s) > 0, Re(w) > o. 

{I + tP(s,w + >. .- >'H*(w))} V*(w + >. - >'H*(w)) 
w + >. - >.H*(w) - s 

Proof. When the server is on vacation at time t, WLCFS(t) is given by the sum of the 
forward recurrence time of the current vacation .and the service times of customers that 
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arrive to the system during the forward recurrence time of the current vacation. On the 
other hand, when a customer is served at time t, WLCFS(t) is given by the sum of the 
forward recurrence time of the current service, the service times of Ll (t) - 1 customers, a 
vacation period, and the service times of customers that arrive to the system during the 
interval from time t to the end of the vacation period. Thus we have 

(4.90) WLCFS(S,W) = IT(s, H*(w + >. - >'H*(w», l,w + >. - >'H*(w)) 
V*(w + >. - >'H*(w» * 

. H*(w + >. _ >.H*(w» + O(s, l,w + >. -).H (w». 

Theorem 4.8 immediately follows from Theorem 4.1 and (4.90). o 

Corollary 4.12. Let Wl~CFS(W) denote the LST of the limiting DF of the waiting time 
in the LCFS system. Then for Re(w) > 0 

(4.91 ) 
* () (1 - pHI - a(w + >. - >'H*(w»V*(w +). - >'H*(w»)} 

WLCFS w = E[V](w + >. _ >'H*(w)) . 

Proof. By the definition, 

(4.92) WiCFS(W) = limsWLCFs(s,w). 
s--+o 

Substituting one for z in Lemma 4.4, we have 

(4.93) 
. 1-p 
~~s1jJ(s,s) = E[VJ' 

(4.91) follows from (4.83), (4.89), (4.92) and (4.93). o 

Note that (4.91) is equivalent to the known result in equilibrium ((5.61) in [15]). 

5. Depletion Time Distribution 
In this section, we analyze the depletion time of the gated vacation system based on the 
results in the previous sections. The depletion time D(t) at time t is defined as an interval 
from time t to the first instant that there are no customers after time t. We define D(t) = 0 
when there are no customers at time t. Thus, for Re(s) > 0 and Re(w) > 0 

(5.94) E [e- st I D(t) = 0] Pr{D(t) = O} lim O(s, O,w) 
w--+o 

{I + </J(s)} 1 - V*(s).+ >.). 
s+ 

Next we consider the case that there are some customers at time t. Let J(t) denote the 
initial delay of the depletion time at time t, which is defined as the interval from time t to 
the first end of a service period after time t. 

Proposition 5.13. Let 11 (s, z, w) denote the joint transform of the time-dependent DF's 
of the initial delay /(t) and the queue length L(t + /(t», which is formally defined by 

Re(s) > 0, Izl ~ 1, Re(w) > O. 
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Then 

(5.96) 
tP(s, s + >. - >.z) tPl{<:.JJ,W + >. - >'z)tP(s,w + >. - >'z) 

w - s (w - S)tPl(S,W + >. - >.z) 

_ {I + 4>(s)} V*(s + >.) - tPl(W,W + >. - >.z). 
w - s - >'H*(w + >. - >'z) 

Proof. By the definition, for Re(s) > 0, Izl ~; 1 and Re(w) > ° 
(5.97) E [e-stzL(t+l(t»e-WI(t) I on vacation at time t] Pr{ on vacation at time t} 

O(s, H*(w + >. - >.z),w + >. - >'H*(w + >. - >.z)) 
- O(s,O,w + >. - >'H*(w + >. - >.z)) 

tP(s,w + >. - >'Z){tPl(S,W + >. - >.z) - tPl(W,W + >. - >.z)} 
(w - S)tPl(S,W + >. - >.z) 

_ {I + 4>(s)} V*(s + >.) - tPl(W,W + >. - >'z) 
w - s - >.H*(w + >. - >.z) , 

(5.98) E [e-stzL(t+l(t»e-WI(t) I on service at time t] Pr{ on service at time t} 

-- IT(s, H*(w + >. - >'z), z,w + >. - >.z) H(w + ~ _ >.z) 

tP(s,s + >. - >'z) - tP(s,w + >. - >.z) 
w-s 

I 1(s, z,w) is given by the sum of the right-hand. sides of the last equalities in (5.97) and 
(5.98). 0 

We now prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.14. Let D(s,w) denote the LST of the time-dependent DF of the depletion 
time D(t), which is formally defined by 

(5.99) IJ*(s,w) = E [e-ste-wD(t)] , Re(s) > 0, Re(w) > 0. 

Then 

(5.100) D*( ,) = {I d..( )}1- V*(s + >.) 2:~=1 0;;:: 4>k(w)In(s,O,w) 
s, u. + 'I' s s + >. + 1 + 4>( w ) , 

where for Re(s) > 0, Izl ~ 1 and Re(w) > 0 

(5.101) In(s, z,w) = In- 1(s, H*(w + ,\ - >.z),w), n 2:: 2. 

Proof. Let V~ and S~ (n = 1,2, ... ) denote the random variables for the lengths of the 
nth vacation period and the nth service period, respectively, after the end of the initial 
delay I(t). We define Dn(s, z,w) by for Re(s) > 0, Izl ~ 1 and Re(w) > 0 

(5.102) Dn(s, z,w) = E [e-stzL(t+Tn-dt»e-wTn-llt) I n ~ ii] Pr{n ~ ii}, 

where 

(5.103) 

(5.104) 

n 

Tn(t) I(t) + L (Vj' + S~) , 
j=l 

ii = inf {n I no customers at time t + Tn(t) }. 

n 2:: 1, 
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By the definition, we have 
(5.105) 

and for n ~ 2 

T. Takine & T. Hasegawa 

(5.106)9,,(s, z,w) = {D,,_ds, H*(w + A - AZ),W) - D,,_1(S,0,W)}tP1(W,W + A -- AZ). 

Note that (5.106) takes the similar form to (3.26). Therefore we have for Re(s) > ° and 
Re(w) > ° 
(5.107) D~(s,w) = E [e-ste-wD(t) I ii = n] Pr{ii = n} 

= Dn(s,O,w) 
n-l i n-1 
E bn,i(s,W) IT <Pk(W) + IT <Pk(w)In(s, O,w), n ~ 1, 
i=l k=1 k=1 

where 

(5.108) b1,1(S,W) = 1, 

(5.109) bn,j(s,w) bn- 1,j-l (s, w), 2 :S j :S n, 
n·-2 j n-2 

(5.110) bn,1(S,W) = - I:: bn _ 1,j(S,w) IT <Pk(W) + IT <Pk(w)In- 1(s, O,w), n ~ 2. 
),=1 k=1 k=1 

The expression of the right-hand side of the last equality in (5.107) can be verified by the 
direct substitution in (5.105) and (5.106). Thus, with (5.94), we get 

(5.111) 
1 - V* (s + A) 00 

D*(s,w) = {1 + <p(s)} A + L D~(s,w). 
s + n=1 

Similar to the derivation of R*(w), we can obtain the following expression by noting that 
bn,1(S,W) = -D~_1(S,W) for n ~ 2. 

(5.112) ~ D*( ) = L~=1 n;:;;;~ <Pk(w)In(s,O,w) 
L...J n s, w -,,( ) . 
n=1 1 + 'I' w 

(5.100) immediately follows from (5.111) and (5.112). 

Finally the following result is stated without proof. 

o 

Corollary 5.15. The LST D*(w) of the limiting DF of the depletion time is given by 

(5113) D*( ) = 1 - P [1 - V*(A) + L~=1 n;:;;;~ <Pk(w)in(O,w)] 
. w E[V] A 1 + <p(w) , Re(w) > 0, 

where for Izl :S 1 and Re(i.I.') > 0, 

(5.114) 
~ - p [a(A - h) _ tP1(W,W + A - Az)a(w + A - AZ) 
E[V] w WtP1(0,W + A - AZ) 

_ a(A) . V*(A) - tP1(W,W + A - AZ)] 
w - AH*(w + A - AZ) , 

(5.115) in-1(H*(w + A - AZ),W), n ~ 2. 
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Appendix 

Proofs of Lemma ;2.2 and Lemma 4.4. 

In order to prove Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 4.4, we formulate the queue length process 
L" (n = 1,2, ... ) just after the nth service period by an imbedded Markov renewal process 
in accordance with Cinlar [3]. In the followings, it is assumed that there are no customers 
at the beginning of the first vacation. We define the semi-Markov kernel Q(i, j, t) (i, j = 
0,1, ... , t ~ 0) and the transition probabilities P(i,j) (i,j = 0,1, ... ) by 

(A.l) 
(A.2) 

Q(i,j, t) = Pr{Ln+1 = j, (Vn+1 + S,,+1) ~ t I Ln = i}, 
PU,j) = lim Q(i,j, t). 

t-+oo 

Let v denote the invariant probability vector associated with P(i,j), which satisfies 

00 

(A.3) L v(i)P(i,j) v(j), j = 0,1, ... , 
;=0 

00 

(AA) Lv(i) = 1. 
;=0 

We define the probability generating function F( z) for v by 

(A.5) 

Note that 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

00 

F(z) = L v(i)i, Izl ~ 1. 
i=O 

F(z) = 0:('\ - '\z), 

v(o) = 0:('\), 

where o:(w) is defined in (2.5). Let m( i) denote the average sojourn time of state i (i = 
0,1, ... ). It follows from (2.15) and (A.6) that 

00 

(A.8) L v(i)m(i) 
i=O 

E[V] + E[S] 

E(V] 
1 - p' 

because m(i) = (1 + p)E(V] + iE[H]. Thus we have 

(A.9) E[S] = pE(V]. 
1 -- p 

Further, Markov renewal functions R(j, t)'s (j = 0,1, ... ) are defined by 

00 n 

(A. 10) R(j, t) = L Pr{Ln = j, LCV; + Si) ~ t}, j = 0, 1, ... , t ~ 0. 
n=1 ;=1 

Thus, for any function g(j,t) which is directly integrable with respect to v(i)'s, we have 
((4.17) in Cinlar [3]) 

(A.ll) t~~~~l R(j,du)g(j,t -u) = ~[~ lOO~v(j)g(j,u)du. 
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When g(j, t) = 1 - V(t) in (A.11), we have Lemma 2.2: 

(A.12) lim Pr{ the server is on vacation at t} = 1 - p, 
t-oo 

where V(t) denotes the DF of a vacation period. Also, when g(j, t) = zi l5(t) for Izl ~ 1 in 
(A.11), we have Lemma 4.4: 

(A.13) 
~) 1 

li.~ ~~ E[zL
n 

ITn = t] Pr{Tn = t} = E[~ F(z), 

where l5(t) denotes Dirac's delta function. 
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